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8.6 Using the unitary method 
You wlll learn to: 
- Solve problems involving ratio and proportion using the unitary method 

- Write ratios in the form 1 1n 
- Solve best buy problems.     
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Find the missing numbers in 0’0) 0 

this multiplication table 

x 12 

2 18 

    

How much am a footballer earn in 

10 minutes? 
     
   

Vou can work out the best value or products 
by finding out how much 1 item or 1009 or i kg 
costs. 
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Exercise 8.6 

1 Work these out 

a125cm<5 [3320978 

I: £2.50-5 d 420m—7 

e £1.50X3 f £3.85X2 

2 Simplify these ratios 

a 20m:2m b 50km:5000m 

c B hours:1 day d 2p:E1 

3 4 notebooks cost £1.20. 
a Work out the cost of 

i 2 notebooks ii 1 notebook iii 3 notebooks 

b Suzie has £3.00. How many notebooks can she buy? 

4 Three chocolate bars cost £2.70. Kay palm 
a Work out the cost of 1 chocolate bar 
b Work out the cost ol 7 chocolate bars. 

I: How many chocolate bars can you buy for £7.20? 

5 6 litres of petrol cost-£7.50. Q5 hlnt 

How much does 40 litres cost? 
Work out the cost 011 litre first. 

8 80 mosquito nets cost £476. 
How much do 35 mosquito nets cost? 

1 Real ( Problem-solving Mr Smith sells apples at £2.00 per kilogram. O1 hlrit 

Mrs Jones sells apples at 30p per 1009. _ 

Who sells the cheaper apples? ‘ “Mira"! =1000 grams 

a B Carly can buy 8009 ol pasta for £1.50. or 1 kg ol pasta for £1.70. 

Which is better value? 

  

Using the unitary mmod means 
llnding the value 0H pan. 
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9 Problem-solving Carl earns £56 for 8 hours' work. QB him 

a Carl works for 40 hours. How much does he earn? 
h Carl is paid double for overtime. He works 5 hours at overtime in Fm" “W '"“°" "' 9“ Paid “3' 

addition to his normal 40 hours work. How much does he earn? 1 hourfirst. 

10 Real I Problem-solving A supermarket sells chocolate bars at £3.00 010 Mm 
for a 5-pack and £4.40 for an 8-pack. 

, Workoulhownmdlllooslstobuy 7 Which Is better value (or money. one I rti a then 

11 Real I Problem-solving Jonathan's car can travel 315 miles on omnpale. 
—a 

35 litres ol petrol. 

Sandra's car can travel 240 miles on 30 litres of petrol. g 

Whose car is more economical? 011 WWW! tilnt 

‘Eoonomlcal' means cheaper. 
Worked example —‘ 
Write the ratio 2:5 in the form 1:n 011 Mm 

  

2 . 5 Workwihwtanachcaruavelson 
QC >+2 1 line of para! llrst. 

1 : 2.5 

12 Write these ratios in the form 1 :n 011: “I". D 

a 3:9 It 4:24 3 : 9 
c 8:48 d 12:120 *3< >‘3 

e 0.5:1 r 50cm:2m ‘ =l:l 
g 200m:1.2km h 6hours:1 day 

  

13 Write these ratios in the form n :1 @— 
a 8:4 : a : 4 

+4< DH 
|:| : t 

c 12:3 

e 02510.5 
9 6m:800cm 

14 A school has 150 computers and 900 students. What is the ratio of 

the number oi computers to the number of students? 

Give your ratio in the form 1 :n. 

    

    

15 A shop has two dilierent otters on its sale of paper plates. 

  

a Write the ratio ot number ol paper plates to price. in its srmplest 

form, tor Offer A and Offer B. 

t: Which gives better value tor money? 
Discussion Why do you think it is useful to represent ratios in the 

form 1 :n? 

16 Problem-solving Dylan made an orange drink using the ratio 01 

orange squash to water in the ratio 2:9. Sarah made another drink 

using the ratio of orange squash to water in the ratio 3: 10. 

a Write each of these ratios in the form t :n. 
b Which drink was stronger? 
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17 Problem-solving A shop-keeper wants to charge 1.5 times as much 

per toilet roll tor otter B than offer A. 

What is the cost of otter B7 

War A Offer 5 
a toilet rolls 3 toilet rolls 

£2.40 1 

  

18 Real Here are some multipacks ol crisps. Each pack is the same 

brand and contains the same size of smaller packs. 

of culp- 

  

a Work out the price or one packet of crisps from the 

i small multipack 

medium multipack 

III large multipack 

b Which is best value for money? 

Explain your answer. 

  

a 19 Real I Reasoning Here are some Jars of honey at ditlerent prices 

from different producers. 

  

a Work out the cost of 109 of honey lrom each jar. 

b Which jar of honey is the best value for money? 

Explain your answer. 

20 Explore How much does a footballer earn in 10 minutes? 

Is it easier to explore this question now you have completed the 

lesson? 
What lurther inlorrnatlon do you need to be able to answer this? 

Ex
pl
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21 Reflect Look back at the questions you answered in this lesson 

For questions 13 and 14 you broke down the ratio to solve the 

problems. 

For questions 15. 16, 17. 18 and 19, you used the unitary method. 

When do you think it is better to use the unitary method? 
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